TSTA: With IDEA charter expansion, commissioner expands raid on taxpayers

Texas State Teachers Association President Ovidia Molina released the following statement on the education commissioner’s decision to allow the IDEA charter chain to add 12 new campuses in Texas:

The IDEA charter chain, which already takes a half-billion-dollar-a-year bite from Texas taxpayers, was given permission by Commissioner Mike Morath to expand its raid on state and local school budgets for additional millions.

It is time for Morath to stop promoting out-of-control corporate charter operators and start regulating them. Instead, the commissioner has approved 12 new IDEA campuses and increased its enrollment cap by 15,000 students, at the expense of existing public schools, which already are struggling with strained budgets from the COVID-19 pandemic. IDEA already operates about 90 campuses in Texas.

Texas and school district taxpayers don’t need more charter schools. They need public officials who are dedicated to supporting the traditional public school system, which is encountering extra expenses to educate the vast majority of Texas students during this health emergency and will continue to do so. Before approving the IDEA expansion, the commissioner in this year alone already had approved amendments allowing other charter operators to add 49 new campuses in Texas.

IDEA essentially operates private schools that collect tax dollars. Its board is unaccountable to taxpayers, it poaches tax funding from real public schools and it has engaged in financial and management practices that cast doubt on its commitment to sound educational policies. Not too long ago, it spent donor money, not to educate kids, but to lease a luxury San Antonio Spurs box to entertain administrators. And it would have spent millions to lease a corporate jet, if media publicity hadn’t killed the deal.

The commissioner also found that IDEA owed the Teacher Retirement System $130,000 and repeatedly failed to meet reporting deadlines for grant money.

IDEA says it is cleaning up its act. But the commissioner should have grounded IDEA’s expansion plans in Texas and kept them grounded, at least until school districts had time to recover from the COVID economic downturn, which may require several years.

(For IDEA state funding, see line 55, Total FSP/ASF State Aid, at this link. $497 million for 2019-20.)